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Abstract� This paper describes our experience with the design and implementation of
a distributed debugger for C
PVM programs within the scope of the SEPP and HPCTI
Copernicus projects� These projects aimed at the development of an integrated parallel
software engineering environment based on a high�level graphical parallel programming
model �GRAPNEL and a set of associated tools supporting graphical edition� compilation�
simulated and real parallel execution� testing� debugging� performance monitoring� mapping�
and load balancing� We discuss how the development of the debugging tool was strongly
in�uenced by the requirements posed by other tools in the environment� namely support for
high�level graphical debugging of GRAPNEL programs� and support for the integration of
static and dynamic analysis tools� We describe the functionalities of the DDBG debugger
and its internal architecture� and discuss its integration with two separate tools in the
SEPP
HPCTI environment� the GRED graphical editor for GRAPNEL programs� and the
STEPS testing tool for C
PVM programs�

Keywords� Tool integration� parallel and distributed debugging

� INTRODUCTION

The development of adequate parallel software engineering environments became a
very important issue in recent years� In the SEPP and HPCTI Copernicus projects �����
although each partner was responsible for the development of individual tools� a
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major concern was their coherent integration into a graphical development envi�
ronment� The whole development cycle is supported� including graphical editing�
compilation� simulation and real parallel execution on top of PVM ���� Associated
tools for testing� debugging� performance monitoring� mapping� and load balancing
are also supported�

In this paper we discuss the main issues involved in the design and implemen�
tation of the DDBG distributed debugger� and its integration into the GRADE en�
vironment� GRADE ���� �	� consists of a set of development tools built around the
GRAPNEL model for graphical parallel programming� GRAPNEL ��	� is a graph�
based visual programming model supporting the structured design of parallel ap�
plications� In order to provide an adequate view to the user� all development tools
should refer to the abstractions provided by GRAPNEL� For example� as far as de�
bugging is concerned� the inspection and control of the computation state should
refer to the GRAPNEL program components and structures� and should be inte�
grated with the graphical user interface supported by GRADE� However� at the
same time� debugging at a lower level should also be supported� allowing the user to
inspect and control the C
PVM�based components that are part of the GRAPNEL
program� This requires the debugging tool to provide an interface to the GRED ����
graphical editor� while it should also give direct access to the C
PVM programming
level�

Another important aspect of a parallel software engineering environment is to
achieve a close integration between static analysis and dynamic analysis tools� In
fact� due to the great complexity of parallel computations� a tool is required to help
the user in the generation of testing scenarios that depend on the parallel program
structure and the dynamic process interactions� One can obtain further information
on program behavior and inspect speci�c computation paths in greater detail if a
debugger can be coupled to a testing tool�

The above interfacing requirements were satis�ed by the distributed process�
level DDBG debugger� The prototype of the DDBG system allows the inspection
and control of distributed C
PVM processes�

In section 	 we describe the DDBG debugger� In section � we discuss its integra�
tion with the GRED ���� graphical editor and the STEPS ���� testing tool� Then�
we discuss related work and identify ongoing research�

� THE DDBG DEBUGGER

��� Design Issues

The basic functionalities of a distributed debugger concern state inspection and con�
trol of individual processes or threads� and coordination�level abstractions such as
deterministic re�execution� global distributed breakpoints� and evaluation of global
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predicates� Such functionalities strongly depend upon each programming and com�
putational model� so it is desirable to identify a set of basic debugging mechanisms
e�g� �	��� and use them in order to implement higher level functionalities�

The DDBG debugger ��� allows an user or another tool to control and inspect
multiple distributed processes� There are the following classes of debugging primi�
tives that are supported by an interface library�

�� Control of the debugging session� This includes commands to start or �nish a
debugging session� to put
remove a process under
from debugger control�

	� Control of the process execution� This includes commands that directly control
the execution path followed by a process� once it is under debugger control�

�� Process state inspection and modi�cation� This includes commands to inspect
the state of a process in well�de�ned points that are reached due to the occur�
rence of breakpoints or other types of events process stopped or terminated��
The information that can be accessed includes process status� variable and stack
frame records� and source code information�

In order to support easy experimentation with debugging services for distinct
computational models� a �exible software architecture is required� This architecture
should be able to integrate and manage distinct types of process�level or thread�level
debuggers� which depend on each hardware and operating system platform� and on
each programming model� In the following� we describe the DDBG architecture�

��� The DDBG Architecture

The DDBG Distributed DeBuGger� ��� tool provides a set of debugging function�
alities for distributed programs written in C on the PVM system ����

�� Simultaneous access from multiple �high�level	 client tools
 Multiple tools can
independently� issue debugging commands over the same target application�

	� To dynamically attach and detach client tools to the debugging engine
 Client
tools can �enter� and �leave� the debugging activity dynamically� having their
own life cycle independent of the DDBG debugger life cycle�

�� Global view of the system being debugged
 All the client tools share the same
information concerning the program state and have the same abilities to issue
inspection and control commands�

�� Support for heterogeneity
 Heterogeneity is supported at hardware� operating
system and programming language levels�

�� Easy integration with client tools
 Tool integration functionalities are included
in the debugger speci�cation�
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Three di�erent types of processes can take part in a debugging session with
DDBG Figure ���
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Fig� �� The DDBG distributed debugger

�� Client Processes �CP	
 These processes use a Debugging Library �DL	 that pro�
vides access to DDBG�

	� DDBG processes
 DDBG includes the following components�

a� Main Daemon �MD	
 It acts as a coordinator� and is responsible for receiving
the CP requests� convert them into a set of commands and sending them
to the relevant Process�level Debuggers �PLDs	 see below�� The MD also
receives and processes the PLD replies� and sends them back to the CP
through return parameters of the DL�

b� Local Daemons �LD	
 There is a LD in each machine� doing some local inter�
pretation of the debugging commands and working as a multiplexer� forward�
ing these commands and controlling all the PLDs running on that machine�

c� Process�level Debugger �PLD	
A system�dependent sequential debugger� that
supports the programming language and the underlying hardware� There is
a PLD attached to each target process of the Target Application�

d� Debugging Library �DL	
 This is included into any client process in order to
provide a set of functions that give access to the DDBG primitives�

e� Graphical� and Text�oriented debugging user interfaces �UI	
 These are two
examples of CP that were developed and integrated into DDBG� providing
two di�erent debugging user interfaces�

�� Target Application Processes
 The application being debugged can have multiple
processes spread on multiple machines�

There are alternative designs to DDBG� depending on how the responsibilities
are distributed among its processes� In a pure hierarchical design the MD is respon�
sible for the interpretation of debugging commands received from the CP� i�e� it
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performs all the necessary conversions� it forwards the actual PLD�level commands
to the corresponding LD and sends the replies back to the CP� In this solution� the
LD processes are just responsible for contacting the right PLD and send its answer
back to the MD� There are several disadvantages in such kind of design�

�� High MD complexity
 The MD process must also support multiple concurrent
client connections and so it needs to manage a lot of information concerning
pending requests�

	� Hard to support heterogeneity
 In heterogeneous distributed computing an ap�
plication can be decomposed into multiple parts� each running on distinct se�
quential or parallel machines� with distinct PLD processes� This design requires
the MD process to process all command and data interpretations�

�� Reduced �exibility
 As the MD becomes very complex� it is more di�cult to
integrate new services into the architecture�

A more �exible design would distribute the responsibility for actual command
and data interpretation to each LD� and let the MD do only the interfacing to the
client tools� Each LD can then independently perform its tasks� according to the
speci�c characteristics of each local PD� This is a better solution to support het�
erogeneous debugging� as well as to support extended services� because the required
modi�cations are associated with speci�c LD processes� The functions left to the
MD are the interfacing with client tools� the management of multiple connections
to the debugger� and the presentation of global views to the user concerning the
global state of the distributed computation� As a result of our experience� a new
architecture that re�ects the above design options is under development where the
MD is a multi�threaded process with associated services ����

��� Support for Tool Integration

DDBG provides a well�de�ned interface that can be accessed by high�level tools of a
parallel development environment� The debugging library that is linked to each client
tool uses a well�de�ned protocol to communicate with the DDBG main daemon�
This was built using TCP
IP sockets� and supports two�way interaction between
the DDBG and the client tools� It also provides an asynchronous operation mode to
support event�driven interactions with the client tools�

� USING DDBG IN SEPP�HPCTI

��� Experiences With Tool Integration

It is very di�cult to provide full integration among a large set of development tools
such as the ones found in the SEPP
HPCTI projects� This is due to the need to
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o�er consistent views at several levels� multiple user interfaces� tool behavior� tool
interaction� and tool composition� Even in our project� where many of the tools
were jointly developed from the beginning� a full integration was a di�cult goal to
achieve because it required a tight collaborative e�ort between the involved partners�
concerning their design options� and the associated working environments e�g� with
distinct graphical user interfaces� and operating system platforms�� However� we have
obtained a reasonable degree of integration between several tools� and have opened
the way to possible further integrations ��� �� �� ���� One of the distinctive goals of
our approach when designing and implementing DDBG was to provide a platform
supporting easy experimentation with tool integration� Two main experiments were
performed concerning the interfacing of DDBG with two tools with very distinct
functionalities�

����� Integrating DDBG into the GRADE Environment

GRADE GRApnel Development Environment� is an integrated environment for
the development of parallel programs in the GRAPNEL programming language� The
GRAPNEL language is a graph�based visual parallel programming language� that
supports a structured style for designing parallel applications� and is supported by
the GRED graphical editor ��	�� In this section we focus on the close integration of
DDBG and GRED GRapnel EDitor� in order to support debugging of GRAPNEL
programs�

In such integrated environment the user should work mainly with the same

abstractions that were used during program development��This requires highlighting
the entities in the graphical representation and their corresponding lines of source
code in the textual program representation�

For such high�level debugging of GRAPNEL programs� each debugging action
of the GRED graphical editor is mapped into a set of DDBG debugging actions�
Such commands are then sent to DDBG which in turn replies with DDBG�level
answers that must be converted into the corresponding action in the GRED visual
editor� In order to support possibly long�execution commands� such as �proceed until
next breakpoint is reached�� an asynchronous event� noti�cation feature has been
integrated into DDBG and is used by GRED to detect the completion of such kind
of commands� The integration of DDBG into GRADE is detailed in �����

����� Integrating DDBG with STEPS

The STEPS testing tool ���� ��� allows to identify potential critical paths in a
C
PVM program� The DDBG debugger can inspect and control the program be�
havior� helping in the localization of programs bugs and their causes�

� This is a general concept� as it makes no sense to develop a program using the C programming
language and then debug this same program only at assembler level�
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When integrating these tools� one must ensure that the program will run and
behave as expected� and so the composition of the testing and the debugging tools
starts by re�executing the target applications and forcing each process to follow
some speci�c path until a pre�determined point� It is necessary to ensure that the
application will reach the critical points previously identi�ed by the testing tool and
will stop in a consistent state also called a �Global Breakpoint��� At this potential
critical point� the user can enter an interactive debugging session� using both the
graphical and the command�line debugging interfaces� and issuing inspection and
control commands directed at any of the target processes�

The DEIPA Deterministic re��Execution and Interactive Program Analysis�
tool supports the integration of STEPS and DDBG� DEIPA recognizes and processes
the output of the STEPS tool that is kept in the TeSS �le� This �le includes all the
information that is required by the controlled execution of the parallel computation
paths that were generated by STEPS� Namely� it de�nes a sequence of global break�
points� A global breakpoint is a set of breakpoints� one for each individual application
process� This information is analyzed and converted into a set of� commands for
the DDBG tool� The DEIPA tool is mainly composed of � modules� the Console�
the Vid Database Manager� and the Replayer� The architecture of the DEIPA tool
and its relations with the STEPS and DDBG tools are illustrated in Figure 	�
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Fig� �� The integration of STEPS and DDBG

The Console module
 It supports the user interface to the DEIPA tool� This
interface is based on a command�line console allowing to load a TeSS �le and
control the re��execution of the target application� Some commands allow to
control the DEIPA tool� e�g� load to load a new TeSS �le�� while others are
converted into sets of DDBG commands and applied to the target application�
e�g� step to proceed into the next Global Breakpoint��

The Vid Database Management module
 During static analysis� STEPS uses
symbolic names for processes� This module implements the mapping from sym�
bolic to the real PVM� process identi�ers that are used by DDBG during real
execution�
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The Replayer module
 This is responsible for the mapping of DEIPA commands
into DDBG commands� e�g� converting a DEIPA step command into a set of
DDBG set breakpoint and continue execution commands� It also supports the
required process control� e�g� setting variables in an if�then�else statement� so
that each process is forced to follow the path that is speci�ed by the TeSS �le�

In ���� there is a complete discussion of DDBG and STEPS integration� The
DDBG support for multiple simultaneous client tools has been used here� The
DEIPA tool is used to control the execution of all the application processes as ex�
plained� and the DDBG console and
or GUI can be used to provide a more detailed
inspection and modi�cation of each individual process�

� RELATED WORK

There are many current e�orts on the �eld of parallel and distributed debugging �	�
�� �� �� ��� ���� Concerning the debugging primitives� the High�Performance De�
bugging Forum HPDF� �	� is a collaborative e�ort aiming to de�ne a standard for
parallel debuggers� Concerning tool interfacing� the On�line Monitoring Interface
Speci�cation OMIS� ���� aims to de�ne an open interface to software development
tools� such as e�g� debuggers and performance evaluation tools� It precisely de�nes
the communication protocols and formats of the exchanged information� Concerning
the debugger architecture� the p	d	 system ��� is a distributed debugger that also
uses a client�server approach� with a well de�ned interface� promoting portability by
isolating the system dependent code into a debugger server�

Our work with DDBG will provide a �exible architecture allowing us to exper�
iment with the proposed HPDF speci�cations� It will also allow us to experiment
with improved forms of tool integration��

� CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have discussed the DDBG debugger� and how it was used to o�er debugging
functionalities to other tools in a parallel software engineering environment� The
DDBG functionalities were found adequate to support the requirements posed by
other tools in the GRADE environment� This experience allowed us to identify sev�
eral directions to improve current DDBG functionalities� This includes the support of
process�level and thread�level debugging� as well as the support of coordination�level
services� such as distributed global breakpoints� and evaluation of global predicates�
Our approach can be used to support a testing and debugging methodology that
allow the user to systematically inspect speci�c computation paths� The DEIPA
tool uses DDBG to support such controlled execution of a parallel program� Addi�
tionally� recently we have implemented a deterministic re�execution mechanism in
DDBG that relies on a previously recorded execution trace� We are working on the
integration of both approaches controlled execution and trace�driven� so that we
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can better assist the user in the localization of the bugs occurring in a distributed
program�

Concerning tool interaction and integration� this includes more �exible sup�
port for interfacing the debugger with distinct concurrent tools and support their
coordination� Concerning heterogeneity� this includes supporting other parallel and
distributed platforms besides PVM� based on MPI and WindowsNT� There is a need
for systems that can work in several distributed platforms� can be used by several
tools� and can be extended and adapted to new environments and functionalities�
In ongoing work� the DDBG architecture is evolving toward a layered architecture
that tries to meet such requirements�
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